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This application (this “Application”) has been prepared by Carlisle Development Company and its affiliates (“Carlisle”), One Beale LLC (“One Beale”), 
M&M Enterprises, LLC (“M&M”), and Stephen Kallaher (together with Carlisle, the “Developers”), and it does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation 
of an offer to buy an interest in, or to participate in, any investment in the prospective Grand Hyatt hotel in Memphis (“Hyatt Hotel”). Recipients are 
cautioned not to place undue reliance on any projections, forecast information or estimates contained herein (the “Estimates”). The Estimates have been 
prepared solely to demonstrate using estimates and modeling the manner in which the Developers evaluate the current investment. While the Estimates 
are based on assumptions that the Developers believe are reasonable under the circumstances, the actual results will depend on, among other factors, 
future operating results, availability and terms of financing and government subsidies, the value of the assets and market conditions at the time of 
disposition, any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of any sales, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which the Estimates 
are based. The Estimates are not intended to represent actual or prospective returns on the investment nor are they intended as projections of the likely 
or expected actual or prospective returns to be earned by an investment related to the Grand Hyatt Memphis. Expected returns are based on the belief of 
the Developers about the returns that may be achievable in light of the Developers’ and their professionals’ experience with, among other factors, similar 
investments historically, their view of current market conditions, availability of financing and government subsidies, and certain assumptions about such 
factors. Expected returns are also based on models, estimates and assumptions about performance believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. 
There is no guarantee that the facts on which such assumptions are based will materialize as anticipated and will be applicable to Grand Hyatt Memphis. 
There can be no assurance that Grand Hyatt Memphis will achieve comparable results or that targeted performance returns will be met. None of the 
Developers or any of their respective affiliates make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained herein and nothing contained herein shall be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the performance 
of Grand Hyatt Memphis. Certain information contained in the Presentation is based on information from third-party sources or that is otherwise publicly 
available and, while the Developers use reasonable efforts to ensure the information is accurate and up-to-date, no representations or warranties are 
given as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the information. The Developers do not accept any liability for any loss or damage that may arise 
directly or indirectly from any use of or reliance of such information. Unless otherwise indicated, the information provided herein is based on matters as 
they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date.

DISCLAIMER
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Project Owner
Carlisle Development Company and its affiliates (“Carlisle”), One Beale LLC (“One Beale”), and M&M Enterprises, 
LLC (“M&M”)

Representatives
James Maclin, President / CEO, M&M Enterprises

Chance Carlisle, President, Carlisle Development Company

Stephen Kallaher, Co-Developer / Owner with Carlisle Development Company

Financial Guarantors
Carlisle Development Company, LLC

APPLICANT BACKGROUND
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PHASE I - THE LANDING RESIDENCES

● 6-story, 232-unit luxury multifamily apartment 
development

● 465-space parking garage located at the southwest 
quadrant of Wagner and MLK

● 16,000 square feet of Class A office space

● 7,000 square feet of restaurant and retail space

● The Landing Residences has started preleasing and 
will be fully occupied by August 2021
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PHASE I
TODAY 



PHASE II - HYATT CENTRIC

● Located at southwest quadrant of 
Beale Street and Front Street

● 8-story, 227-room hotel

● 11,000 square feet of meeting space 
in two of the Historic Ellis Machine 
Shop buildings

● Amenities: 1,408 square foot fitness 
center, outdoor swimming pool, lobby 
restaurant and bar, rooftop lounge

● Opens on March 3, 2021
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PHASE II
TODAY 



PHASE III - CAPTION BY HYATT

● Located south and attached to the Hyatt 
Centric hotel

● 136 rooms housed in 10-story building

● Amenities: Fitness center, unique ground 
floor lobby food and beverage experience

● Construction will begin December 2020, 
opening anticipated 2nd quarter 2022
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PHASE III - RESTAURANTS

A. Amelia Gene’s
• Fine dining restaurant
• Housed in the historic Ellis & Sons 

Machine Shop
• Located at the northwest quadrant of 

MLK and Front St

B. Charlotte’s Sweet Shop and Speakeasy
• Housed in the existing three-story Ellis 

& Sons Pattern Building
• Located at the northeast quadrant of 

MLK and Wagner
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• Guestrooms and Suites: 350 Keys Total (including up to 30 Suites)

• Meeting and Event Facilities: 42,000 NSF total
• 15,000 SF Grand Ballroom (divisible by 5)
• 7,000 SF Junior Ballroom (divisible by 2)
• 3,500 SF Meeting Room (divisible by 2)
• 3,000  SF Meeting Room (divisible by 2)
• 13,500 SF 6-7 rooms

• F&B Outlets
• Three-meal Restaurant
• Lobby Market / Bar
• Elevated Pool Lounge

• Additional Amenities
• Pool
• Fitness Center – 6,200 SF
• Administrative Offices / BOH / Employee Facilities
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PROPOSED GRAND HYATT HOTEL
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PROPOSED 
PHASE IV



• Project Impact on Memphis all Phases

• Project impact on Memphis Phase IV 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
It is anticipated that the Grand Hyatt hotel will generate $23.7M+ in new annual property tax revenue 
over the next 30 years 

$1.8B
30-year wages (direct and 
indirect) from operations 

and construction

$99.3M
Additional local direct and 

indirect sales tax from 
operations and 

construction (30 years)

$200M
Local other taxes including 
hotel and other fees/taxes 

(30 years)

$792K+
Projected unique, 

new annual property tax 
revenue

Preliminary – Subject to Change Source: Younger & Associates

$23.7M
30-year PILOT (net new 

payments)

$260.8M
One-time impact from 
Phase IV construction

$208M
Total local taxes / fees 

generated rom hotel rental

554
New permanent jobs

$58,241
Projected average annual salary
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Estimated During Construction

ECONOMIC IMPACT: QUALITY JOB CREATION
The Developers are committed to providing high-quality employment opportunities and benefits for the 
local community both during and after construction

1,051
Construction Jobs

At least 20%
Eligible spend for local minority-owned 

subcontractors

Safety & Training
Exceptionally safe work sites and 

workforce training

Likely Ongoing Job Opportunities

1,093
Ongoing hotel jobs upon stabilization

$58,241
Projected average annual salary

28
Hyatt named to 2020 Fortune “100 

Best Companies to Work For”

Preliminary – Subject to Change *Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For 2020



ECONOMIC IMPACT: ANALYSIS SUMMARY
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FINANCIAL ITEMS
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• The Project will be financed with a conventional bank loan from institutional lender, or from a similar, commercial institutional lender with whom the 
Developers maintain a relationship.

• A Customary amount of first mortgage leverage between 40 to 50% at prevailing market (5-6%) is required to make the project feasible.  Without the 
PILOT, as well as the City Surcharge and City & State TDZ rebates, loans proceeds would be prohibitively low due to lower available cash flow for 
debt service, requiring more equity from the Developers at lower than-market investment returns.  The combination of substantially more equity risk 
and below-market investment returns renders the project infeasible.

• Therefore, the PILOT is required to make the project financially feasible, as it:
• Adds additional predictable cash flow to the project that is necessary for the lender to underwrite market leverage & interest rate, and
• The appropriate amount of loan proceeds allows there to be a normal and acceptable amount of at-risk cash invested in the project.  

Additionally, with the PILOT the corresponding return-of-equity (“ROE”) is at an acceptable level for an investment of this size.  “Market” ROEs 
for a project of this type are typically 7-12%.  Without the PILOT and TDZ rebates the ROE is not of an acceptable level to attract the 
investment needed as it is well below a reasonable return for the risk.

Financing

Sources and Uses


Table 1

		PRELIMINARY SOURCES & USES

		Sources				%		per key		Uses				%		per key

		WITH PILOT & TDZ

		Pre-Development Equity + Land		$   31,702,482		16.6%		$   90,579		Land		$   10,500,000		5.5%		30000

		Developer / Senior Debt		$   78,647,397		41.1%		$   224,707		Construction Costs		$   143,269,643		74.9%		409342

		Net TDZ Bond Proceeds		$   81,000,000		42.3%		$   231,429		Professional Fees & Soft Costs		$   25,207,336		13.2%		72021

										Financing & Working Capital		$   12,372,900		6.5%		35351



		TOTAL		$   191,349,879		100.0%		$   546,714		TOTAL		$   191,349,879		100.0%		$   546,714







PROJECT TIMELINE
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Funding
• Senior mortgage financing anticipated to close in late Q1 2022, with PILOT approval (and full City Council 

approval to apply TDZ rebates) deemed to be a condition of such financing

First Expenditure of Funds
• Development expenditures started in October 2020

Construction Commencement
• Q1 2022

Construction Completion
• Construction scheduled to complete between end 2023 and beginning 2024



PROJECT TEAM
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Counsel
• Butler Snow LLP

Attn: Don Campbell
6075 Popular Ave., Ste. 500
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 680-7315

Architects
• Cooper Carry

Engineers
• See Appendix A

General Contractor
• To be determined through a competitive bid process and in conjunction with the developer’s commitment to following the 

CCRFC programs to maximize minority and women participation. 

Interior Design
• TBD



OTHER
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Disclosures
• Councilman Chase Carlisle is the brother of Chance Carlisle of Carlisle Development Company. 
• Criminal Proceedings: None
• Felony Indictments: None
• Bankruptcy Filings: None

Items for Lease Preparation
Tax ID: 002070 00001C

Application Affirmation
This application is made in order to induce the Memphis Century City Revenue Finance Corporation (CCRFC) to grand financial incentives to the 
applicant.  The applicant hereby represents that all statement contained herein are true and correct.  All information materially significant to the CCRFC in 
its consideration of the application is included.  The applicant expressly consents to the CCRFC’s investigation of its credit in connection with this 
application .  The applicant acknowledges that it has reviewed the descriptions of the CCRFC financial program for which it is applying and agrees to 
comply with those policies.  The applicant shall also be required to show a good faith effort with regard to the employment of M/WBE contractors.  The 
applicant specifically agrees to pay all reasonable costs, fees and expense incurred by the CCRFC whether or not the incentive is granted or project 
completed.

Agreed and Affirmed: by  
Its Representative, 
On behalf of Carlisle Development Company, LLC
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